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Plays the Best of Lerner & Loewe

1. I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face 
(from My Fair Lady)  4:11

2. I Could Have Danced All Night 
(from My Fair Lady)  3:29

3. The Heather on the Hill 
(from Brigadoon)  5:01
(Lerner-Loewe) EMI U Catalog-ASCAP

4. On the Street Where You Live 
(from My Fair Lady)  8:35

5. Almost Like Being in Love 
(from Brigadoon)  4:49
(Lerner-Loewe) EMI U-ASCAP

6. Thank Heaven for Little Girls 
(from Gigi)  4:31

7. I Talk to the Trees 
(from Paint Your Wagon)  5:47

8. Show Me 
(from My Fair Lady)  6:29

All selections composed by Lerner and Loewe (Chappell & Co.-ASCAP), except as indicated.

While certainly attempting to market the highly popular Broadway show tunes of
the day, Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lerner & Loewe is easily heard as a
sequel to the popular Chet (also on Riverside) album of standards released
earlier that same great-jazz year of 1959. Shared personnel in pianist Bill

Evans (on four cuts) and the same front line of Baker, flautist Herbie Mann, and baritone
saxophonist Pepper Adams (with the addition of saxophone great Zoot Sims) provides Chet
Baker Plays the Best of Lerner & Loewe with a similar timbre while adding uptempo fare to
the previously released, slow and relaxed ballad set of Chet. 

It’s no secret that Baker’s one-year tenure with Riverside, starting in 1958, coincided with
his waning popularity among critics. After winning the Downbeat Jazz Poll in 1954—
eclipsing Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, and Clark Terry, to name a few—Baker became a
hard-core heroin addict whose every waking moment was consumed with the drug’s
availability. His playing began to loosen, foregoing the hard-swinging, post-bop chops he
developed in a stellar 1953-54 quartet with pianist Russ Freeman. 

Riverside co-founder Bill Grauer’s belief that Baker still commanded a sizable fan base
(also drawn to the trumpeter’s singing) was met with skepticism by his partner Orrin Keep-
news. “I had never been a Chet Baker fan,” Keepnews is quoted in James Gavin’s book Deep
in a Dream: The Long Night of Chet Baker. “I was a hard-bop man.” 

Baker’s discography boasts quite a few strictly hard-bop recordings—including those with
Freeman on Pacific Jazz, several mid-’60s sessions on Prestige Records, and Chet Baker in
New York on Riverside. But his six-album year with Riverside corresponds more with a
laid-back approach to singing and playing—as well as greater notoriety with international law
enforcement. When he recorded Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lerner & Loewe, Baker had
just been released from four months on Riker’s Island for charges of drug possession. His



cabaret card, which allowed him to perform in New York’s nightclubs, was forfeited. Plunder
of the European scene was on the horizon. 

The sounds herein show a musician constantly struggling with the essence of life but
very seldom with the music that came so naturally to him. 
Track by track:

“I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face” picks up where Chet left off: a slow ballad that
nonchalantly tosses the melody between Baker’s trumpet, Adams’s baritone saxophone,
and Sims’s tenor. Nobody lays back like Chet. At this stage of the game, his solos are very
spare and haunting. Zoot’s improvisations were inventive and swinging throughout his
career, even with his quantity of signature stock licks. Here, Zoot interjects a few blue notes
into the proceedings just to jazz things up. 

“I Could Have Danced All Night” probably should have been programmed later in the
set if Riverside wanted jazz critics to listen to this album all the way through and take it
seriously. While Mann’s sprite waltz arrangement—especially the piccolo and tenor intro—
can be interpreted as humorous, these first eight bars are akin to adding a maraschino
cherry to what should have been a dry martini. It is certainly a contrast to Shelly Manne’s
trio recording of “I Could Have Danced All Night” from two years prior (Shelly Manne & His
Friends: Modern Jazz Performances of Songs from My Fair Lady on Contemporary) which
was a dark and swinging juxtaposition, much more in sync with hip jazz sensibilities. All
told, Bill Evans’s solo is the highlight here. The man could pull a rabbit out of his hat—one
of the most consistently musical pianists ever to grace this earth.

“The Heather on the Hill” is one of several included overlooked gems: a sweet,
plaintive ballad seldom recorded since its debut in Brigadoon more than a half-century ago.
Mann’s simple arrangement, with Earl May’s bass intro and background horn long-tones on

the tune’s “A” section, is all that’s needed to communicate the emotions at hand. Baker’s
solo is beautifully spacious, with cascading notes into the lower register. Pianist Bob
Corwin’s swinging improvisation on the bridge shows a talent that was never completely
tapped. His sole trio recording as a leader, first issued on Riverside in 1956, has long been
out of print. 

“On the Street Where You Live” lightly swings in two-beat under Baker’s melody while
Adams noodles in call-and-response background mode. After reading it down, the intro
serves as a solo send-off for Baker while the rhythm section hits a deep pocket in four. The
trumpeter could capitalize on any tempo, but this medium groove always served him well.
Who couldn’t listen to this all day? Interestingly, Adams seems tenuous on one of his only
chances to stretch out. In the original liner notes, Keepnews describes him as “the new
star on baritone.” Rightly so, but usually Adams would tear into a solo with a double-time
bite that prompted his nickname of “The Knife.”  

“Almost Like Being in Love” is taken medium-uptempo with the two saxophonists
playing backgrounds behind Baker. His trumpet solo spins effortless lines, nearly masking
a fertile imagination and stunning technique. Sims plays the second solo, and Adams the
third, both giving Baker a run for his money. While it’s customary for the leader to take the
first solo, one wonders how Baker may have reacted musically if he had followed the two
saxophonists’ improvisations. 

“Thank Heaven for Little Girls” is a medium groover in the vein of “On the Street
Where You Live.” Here again is a song—this time from the musical Gigi—that should have received
more jazz play over the years. Vocalist Rosemary Clooney resurrected the song for Concord
Records in 1997, but this one has been left alone for some unknown reason. Note 18-year-
old drummer Clifford Jarvis’s perfect touch on brushes throughout. 



As the sole inclusion from Paint Your Wagon, “I Talk to the Trees” is given a lovely
ballad treatment, with pianist Evans front and center. Intriguing as it may seem, this song
was recorded only a few months earlier in a rumba vein by the unlikely pairing of
saxophonist John Coltrane with Ray Draper on tuba. Harmonically speaking, this tune is
as adventurous as any original “jazz” composition of the day and is unquestionably
worthy of further exploration. Mann plays a beautiful alto flute solo late in the tune, taste-
fully exploring the instrument’s lush lower register.  

“Show Me” is a sprite and light cooker featuring Mann on flute, Adams on bari, and
Sims with a rare appearance on alto. Mann’s basic unison-horn arrangement borders on
trite, but great improvised solos have a way of validating the simplest of material. This
song received several inventive later interpretations by vocalists Janis Siegel and Tierney
Sutton. 

Although it’s relatively apparent that the lesser-known show tunes recorded here
were not particularly familiar to the band, their takes are never short of professional,
depicting master musicians who excel at the art of spontaneity.

—James Rozzi
April 2013
Atlanta, Georgia

n this album, one of the outstandingly lyrical jazz artists of today meets up with the foremost
lyrical romanticists of the current musical stage. Chet Baker, whose horn at its best is unsurpassed

in creating melodic and romantic sounds, here interprets eight of the best compositions of
Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay Lerner, who during the past decade have treated the public to some
wonderfully tuneful and richly romantic concoctions—most notably, of course, My Fair Lady.

By virtue of the valid connection between Chet’s style and the basic vein of Lerner and Loewe’s
music, this record, it seems to me, starts off well ahead of many other recent jazz LPs of a similar
type. There has, of late, been quite a surge of albums based on the music of one Broadway show or
another, sometimes for no apparent reason except that a device that has worked once is usually
figured to be likely to succeed again. And even when the music really is good material for jazz
interpretation (as the best show tunes so often are), it isn’t always easy to fill out an entire album
with just a single show to work with. Lerner and Loewe, however, make it a simple matter for you to
expand your horizons a bit and draw suitably from several of their scores. For this relatively new
writing team (their first collaboration, Brigadoon, opened in 1947) has kept virtually all of their music
to date in much the same idiom. Although there is much distance between the Paris of Gigi, the
London of My Fair Lady, the American plains of Paint Your Wagon, and the Scottish highlands of
Brigadoon, the songs from all these productions have in common enough of the same bright,
colorful flair to make them fit well together.

Instrumentally, this LP follows the lead of Baker’s recent highly successful album of ballads: Chet
(RLP 12-299), in which a front line consisting only of trumpet, flute, and baritone sax produced a
remarkably big and rich sound. This time a fourth horn has been added to the Baker-Mann-Adams
line, with Zoot Sims featured on both alto and tenor sax. And this time there is a much wider range
of tempo than in the deliberately moody previous album. There are three delicate and haunting
ballad treatments, of “I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face,” “The Heather on the Hill,” and “I Talk to
the Trees.” “Thank Heaven for Little Girls” swings gently, with Zoot’s tenor obbligato providing the
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only horn backing for Chet. “On the Street Where You Live” gets into somewhat the vein of Baker’s
early collaborations with Gerry Mulligan, in an extended version with trumpet and baritone as the only
horns and piano used sparingly. The full group hits driving tempos on “Almost Like Being in Love” and
“Show Me.” And there is a good-natured, near-parody, Viennese-waltzish treatment of “I Could Have
Danced All Night.”

That scoring, like all the other ensemble lines here, is the work of Herbie Mann, who has managed
to provide a full sound and some offbeat flavoring without getting too deeply into unwarranted arrang-
ing complexities. For this remains primarily a relaxed and happy jazz date with much room for blow-
ing—and with quite a few highly capable musicians on hand to take care of that blowing:

Chet Baker, perhaps the most celebrated trumpeter of the West Coast school of jazz, first burst
into prominence with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet in the early 1950s, and has since been a consistent
poll-winner and successful leader of his own small groups. Zoot Sims, whose experience ranges from
big bands (Benny Goodman, Woody Herman) to small, has long been recognized as one of the best
modern tenors and has recently also become a man to be reckoned with on alto. Herbie Mann, at or
near the top on any list of jazz flutists, Pepper Adams, unquestionably the new star on baritone, and
the brilliant and fast-rising piano star, Bill Evans, were all part of the personnel on Baker’s all-ballad
album Chet (RLP 12-299). When Evans was unavailable for one session of this recording, his place was
most ably filled by Bob Corwin. Bassist Earl May was for several years a vital part of the Billy Taylor
Trio. Clifford Jarvis, Boston-born and still in his teens, makes his record debut here, and makes him-
self known as a drummer to be watched.

—Orrin Keepnews
These notes appeared on the original album liner.

Chet Baker—trumpet
Herbie Mann—flute, piccolo (#2), alto flute (#3, 7), 
tenor saxophone (#5, 8)
Zoot Sims—alto (#8), and tenor saxophones
Pepper Adams—baritone saxophone
Bill Evans—piano (#2, 6-8) 
Bob Corwin—piano (other selections)
Earl May—bass
Clifford Jarvis—drums

#6 is by Chet Baker, Zoot Sims and rhythm section only.

Original recordings produced by Orrin Keepnews
Recorded by Roy Friedman at Reeves Sound Studios, 
New York City; July 21-22, 1959.
Original cover produced and designed by Paul Bacon-
Ken Braren-Harris Lewine.

Reissue produced by Nick Phillips
24-bit Remastering—Joe Tarantino (Joe Tarantino 
Mastering, Berkeley CA)
Booklet notes by James Rozzi
Editorial—Rikka Arnold
Project Assistance—Abbey Anna, Chris Clough, Nick Ehnat
Design—Andrew Pham
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CHET BAKER—trumpet
HERBIE MANN—flute, piccolo (#2), alto flute (#3, 7), 

tenor saxophone (#5, 8)
ZOOT SIMS—ALTO (#8), and tenor saxophones
PEPPER ADAMS—baritone saxophone
BILL EVANS—piano (#2, 6-8) 
BOB CORWIN—piano (other selections)
EARL MAY—bass
CLIFFORD JARVIS—drums
#6 is by Chet Baker, Zoot Sims and rhythm section only.

Original recordings produced by Orrin Keepnews
Recorded by Roy Friedman at Reeves Sound Studios, New York City; July 21-22, 1959.
Original cover produced and designed by Paul Bacon-Ken Braren-Harris Lewine.

Reissue produced by Nick Phillips
24-bit Remastering—Joe Tarantino (Joe Tarantino Mastering, Berkeley CA)
Booklet notes by James Rozzi

I’VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO HER FACE 
(FROM MY FAIR LADY )  4:11

I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT
(FROM MY FAIR LADY )  3:29

THE HEATHER ON THE HILL
(FROM BRIGADOON )  5:01

ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE
(FROM MY FAIR LADY )  8:35

ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE
(FROM BRIGADOON )  4:49

THANK HEAVEN FOR LITTLE GIRLS
(FROM GIGI )  4:31

I TALK TO THE TREES
(FROM PAINT YOUR WAGON )  5:47

SHOW ME 
(FROM MY FAIR LADY )  6:29

his project took its cue from two
earlier albums—Shelly Manne &
Friends’ My Fair Lady (CCD-7527-2),

the 1956 session that started the jazz-swings-
Broadway trend, and Chet (RCD-30183),
trumpeter Chet Baker’s poetic ballad collection
recorded at the turn of 1958-59. As on the
former album, the music here comes from the
then-reigning theatrical team of Alan Jay Lerner
and Frederick Loewe; while, as on the latter,
Baker’s intimate inventions benefit from the un-
common septet arrangements of Herbie Mann
and the supporting presence of Mann, Pepper
Adams, and (on four tracks) Bill Evans. Adding
to the winning approach here is the presence
of Zoot Sims, who blows alto sax as well as
tenor, and the recording debut of the estimable
drummer Clifford Jarvis. 
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